
Follow Us Online!

THE LATEST & GREATEST 
FICTION BOOKS

WHAT'S
NEW?

2023

Library Hours of Operation

SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

1:00 PM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM

WHAT'S
HOT?

More Information
www.benlib.org
reference@benlib.org
(630) 766 - 4642

Visit the Library
200 S. Church Road, Bensenville, IL 60106

AUGUSTAUGUST

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/8c8b1d42-40ff-9ab9-e0d3-4b209fa476e5-eng/Home?searchId=25016230&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/7f404143-d80e-a58d-71df-4e8cb19ec2d3-eng/Home?searchId=25016322&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/54b1e95e-1d76-6639-4a7c-43e7afe6b679-eng/Home?searchId=25016358&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/33e92ae7-2a3d-247e-2cf9-2c56e30860e8-eng/Home?searchId=25016412&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/500bba29-cb0a-af3f-4f8a-9db1048697a8-eng/Home?searchId=25017358&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/f887dfb2-42f3-0eca-86d2-7eab2675abf2-eng/Home?searchId=25017295&recordIndex=3&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
http://benlib.org/


DEBUT
NOVELS

COMING SOON IN CASE YOU
MISSED IT...

The Men  Can't Be Saved by Ben Purkert

Under the Influence by Noelle Crooks

Medusa's Sisters by Lauren Bear

The English Experience
by Julie Schumacher
Unwillingly chosen, Jason Fitger
supervises Payne University's quirky
"Experience: Abroad" trip. Amid a mix
of personal and institutional
challenges, he guides a diverse group,
uncovering unexpected connections.

Family Lore
by Elizabeth Acevedo
Sisters Matilde, Pastora, Camila, and
Flor's lives intertwine as Flor's idea of a
living wake shakes their family. Secrets
unravel, love rekindles, and the next
generation faces challenges. Elizabeth
Acevedo weaves a rich family saga.

Still Born
by Guadalupe Nettel
Laura and Alina, both career-driven and
child-free in their 30's, face a pivotal
shift when Alina becomes pregnant
while Laura chooses sterilization. Their
maternal complexities are explored by
Nettel with insightful prose.

Terrace Story
by Hillary Leichter
Annie, Edward, and Rose discover a
magical terrace in their small
apartment, appearing only when friend
Stephanie visits. Its allure triggers
transformative events, reshaping both
their home and world.

Seth is a junior copywriter whose
latest tagline just went viral. He's
the agency's hottest new star, or
at least he wants his coworker
crush to think so. But while he's
busy drooling over his future
corner office, the walls crumble
around him. When his job lets
him go, he can't let go of his job.
Thankfully, one former colleague
can't let him go either.

Broke and desperate, Harper
Cruz seizes a job offer from
influencer Charlotte Green,
joining The Greenhouse. The
alluring Nashville lifestyle turns
sour as Harper uncovers the
hidden costs of cult-like
devotion.

Medusa and her sisters, Stheno
and Euryale, sought belonging
in the mortal world, only to
become Gorgons due to an
Olympian rivalry. Forgotten,
their tale unravels the conflict
between sisterhood, identity,
and myth.

After a deadly fire razes the
Morris and Wood agency's
headquarters, Lymington police
confront a multitude of suspects.
As secrets unravel, ambitions,
rivalries, and sorrows emerge,
culminating in a gripping
psychological twist.

Thea's life crumbles as her
husband leaves her and she loses
her job. An unexpected
inheritance takes her to a Scottish
town, where she finds an
enchanting cottage, quirky locals,
and an irritable bookshop owner.
Amidst turmoil, sparks fly, and her
newfound life turns complex.

Rich and Colleen, logging in
California's redwoods, grapple
with their family's future near the
coveted Damnation Grove. As they
fight environmental dangers and
personal loss, the tale unravels
their lives, town, and marriage.

COMING 8/1/23

Damnation  Spring by Ash Davidson

The Book Shop  of Second Chances by Jackie Fraser

Three  Perfect Liars by Heidi Perks

COMING 8/8/23

COMING 8/15/23

COMING 8/29/23

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3172232?searchId=25018022&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3164982?searchId=25018275&recordIndex=2&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3155260?searchId=25018506&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/8e9b1c53-c201-3aa1-bf62-e133ec286c20-eng/Home?searchId=25019216&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c6a9e04f-51b1-ad38-f9b6-e3b7351f721c-eng/Home?searchId=25019400&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/616133a4-9548-8e6d-f0cb-a1e9b6753aaa-eng/Home?searchId=25019570&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/fc3facee-5903-7e1f-bfae-d48b544b7f8f-eng/Home?searchId=25018904&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/f7a0f3fb-f305-f872-00d6-be183b3e7fec-eng/Home?searchId=25018604&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3176936?searchId=25018734&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3140524?searchId=25019074&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex

